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the composite edge material is pretty flexible, but it doesnt stretch or shrink. as a result, the composite edges
arent very forgiving. if you arent careful, you can damage the edges with your feet or hands. or they can slip out
of the cracks when you slide on them. so, to train on the crack board, i think its best to avoid the edges. besides,
your feet and hands are probably going to be your biggest weapons in the training process. on the ground, cracks
are often created by very long, straight wood. the glue that binds the wood together will eventually fail and leave

a crack. you can do the same thing with composite. in fact, composite cracks are usually made by molding or
casting. before using your crack machine, i recommend you use a quality composite. it will last longer and be

more forgiving. after you train on a composite crack machine, you can move to wood cracks. at the crack of dawn,
ive been getting up early to spend time in the winter crackery. its a small crack in the street about a block from

my house. the cracks here vary from perfect clean finger locks to wide, uneven, greasy, and narrow cracks. i
usually start on the widest, cleanest cracks. i climb up until i get a good finger lock, and then i wait for my next

move. i go down when i get a good finger lock and then wait for my next move. i end up waiting for an hour or so
before i leave. a typical training session consists of about four to six moves. the cracks are about 3 or 4 feet long.
to maintain a constant crack, you want to keep the crack in balance. in other words, you want to create one crack
that is the same width as the other. if you build one crack wider than the other, it will tend to spread and cause

you to overhang the other. if you make the other crack wider than the first, it will tend to pull you out of the crack.
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once the crack was drilled, we had to figure out how to hold the 2x4 in place. for this, we used a few
techniques. first, we used a long bolt to lock the 2x4 in place. second, we glued it in place using

silicone adhesive. finally, we made a special bracket to hold the crack in place. we then proceeded to
cut the doors and assemble the crack machine. once the doors were in place, we were ready to put it
all together. the entire process was straightforward. first, we used screws to hold the crack in place.
then we used a bolt with nuts to tighten the bolt. we added a sanding block as a stop to prevent the
bolt from being pulled out. i couldnt help but notice that in the modern world of social media, theres

plenty of advice out there on how to climb rocks. but there is little to no advice on how to climb
manmade objects. theres probably a reason for this, and its a good one. there is a very fine line

between imitating moves that could injure you or destroy you and learning how to climb offwidths.
as a result, most boulderers dont even know how to climb cracks. as of now, i have no intention of

adding another crack climbing lesson to this course. but i do hope to engage you in some basic
information on the science of crack climbing. to do this, i will use a square of composite plywood as

the crack board. its a square piece of plywood that has 1/4 inch thick composite edging on it.
because of its composite construction, the crack board is a very safe and solid surface for training

on. the composite edges are pretty tough and provide plenty of reinforcement. they also arent
slippery. on the downside, the edges are a bit slick, but thats a good thing. 5ec8ef588b
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